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How to factory reset a nuvision tablet

If you have forgotten Password, PIN, if you want to erase or refresh your tablet, you can do reset your tablet from the Troubleshoot menu.Warning! A reset returns Surface to its factory settings (out-of-the-box settings)!It's work for any one tablet with Windows 8, Windows 8.1 OS - Microsoft Surface, Acer Iconia, Lenovo IdeaPad Yoga, ThinkPad, Acer Iconia,
Nokia Lumia, etc- Connect the charger.- Select "Ease of Access".- Open "On-Screen Keyboard".- Tab the Shift key.- Reset the tablet.- After the reset the tablet will start inTroubleshooting mode.- Select:TroubleshootReset your PC- The tablet will restartsFollow instructions on the screen to reset your tablet.This will reset and restore your tablet to its factory
settings.Please SUBSCRIBE to my channel ツ There comes a time in every user’s life when they have to reset something back to its factory default. Perhaps the device is acting wonky and needs a fresh start, you’re getting rid of it, or you want a clean slate for some other reason. The good news is that it’s incredibly easy to factory reset your Android TV
box, regardless of the manufacturer. The first thing you’ll want to do is jump into the Settings menu by heading to the bottom of the home screen and selecting the cog icon. From there, find and select the “Storage & rest” option. This menu is simple, as there are only two choices: “Internal storage” and “Factory data reset.” You want the latter. Depending on
which box you’re using, there could be a few options here. For example, Nexus Player will just offer “Full reset” and “Cancel” options, where NVIDIA’s SHIELD also has a “Fast reset“ option. Select the one that makes the most sense for your situation—if you plan on getting rid of the box completely, always do a ”Full reset.“ Once you’ve selected the desired
option, there will be one more screen confirming that you’re sure that’s what you want to do. Select “OK” (or whatever the confirmation for your particular box is) to get started. Depending on the amount of storage your device has, this could take quite a while. My 500GB SHIELD notes that a factory reset could take up to two hours. The good news is you
don’t have to sit around and watch it—the process is pretty much on autopilot anyway. You could go outside or something. I hear it’s nice out there. Factory resetting any Android device is simple, but an oft-necessary part of being a responsible owner. Even if you plan on keeping the box, it’s always good to know how to start fresh if things seems to be going
awry. If you plan on selling your PlayStation 4, here’s how to reset it by deactivating your PSN account and deleting all of the files on the console to put it back into factory condition. RELATED: HTG Reviews the PlayStation 4: When a Console is Just a (Great) Console There are only a couple of things you need to do in order to completely wipe your
PlayStation 4. You first need to deactivate your PSN account from the console so that the new owner can login using his own account, and then you’ll need to completely wipe everything off the hard drive, which will put the software back into a state just like it was when you first pulled the PS4 out of the box for the first time. Step One: Deactivate Your PSN
Account Deactivating your PSN account from your PS4 won’t completely delete your PSN account–it’ll just disassociate your account with that specific PS4. It’s sort of similar to turning off Find My iPhone and signing out of iCloud on an iPhone that you’re selling. From the main screen on your PS4, hit “Up” on the controller and you’ll see your latest
notifications. Hit “Right” on your controller until you get to “Settings”. Select it. Scroll down and select “PlayStation Network/Account Management”. Select “Activate as Your Primary PS4”. On the next screen, “Deactivate” might be grayed out, which technically means your account is already deactivated, but just to make absolutely sure that is, you can activate
it and then deactivate. There have been many stories where sellers think they deactivated their account, but the new owner couldn’t log in because the seller’s account was still on there, so double-check this by selecting “Activate” on this screen. Click “OK” when it’s done. Select “Activate as Your Primary PS4” again. Choose “Deactivate”. On the next screen,
select “Yes” to confirm this action. Click “OK” when it’s done. The PS4 will restart, so you’ll need to press the PS button on the controller to get back to the main menu. After that, select your user account (which is different than a PSN account). From there, you’ll be brought back to the main menu. Step Two: Wipe Your PS4 Now that your PSN account is
deactivated on your PS4, you can completely erase the console, which will delete everything from it and put it back into factory condition. From the main menu on your PS4, hit “Up” on the controller and you’ll see your latest notifications. Hit “Right” on your controller until you get to “Settings”. Select it. Scroll all the way down and select “Initialization”. Select
“Initialize PS4”. You’ll have two options: “Quick” or “Full”. A Quick initialization is just that–it quickly wipes all of the data, but not very securely. So someone with specialized software could recover any of that data. A Full initialization wipes all of the data securely and prevents anyone else from recovering the data. This process can take several hours, though.
It’s best to choose the Full initialization. Once you choose one, select “Initialize” to confirm the action. Then, hit “Yes” on the next screen to confirm again. Your PS4 will reboot and the process will begin. Again, this will take at least a couple of hours, even if it says there’s less time remaining at the beginning. After it’s complete, the setup guide will show up on
the screen, where it asks you to connect your PS4 controller to the console using a USB cable. At this point, you can turn off the console by pressing the power button on the PS4 unit until it beeps. From there, unplug it, pack it up, and prepare it for selling. There are many reasons why you'd want to reset an iPad: maybe you’re selling it, or it’s got a bug that
only resetting can fix, or perhaps you’ve just cluttered up the operating system and want to clean it the easy way.However it’s not always easy – the option to reset your iPad is hidden in the settings menu, and even when you find it there are five different types of resetting you can do.How to reset iPhone | Macbook Pro | Apple WatchTo get rid of certain
information off your iPad, like your keyboard dictionary or location history, you can reset certain pockets of information.First, open the Settings app – it’s on the home page by default, and the icon is gray with cogs. Then, in the options list on the left, select ‘General’, which is in the third cluster of options on the left.Now, scroll right to the bottom of this list. At
the bottom, above ‘Shut Down’, is ‘Reset’ – select this and you’ll be presented with a large list of options.The iPad reset menu (Image credit: Apple)You can select ‘Reset Locations and Privacy’ to remove all location data, ‘Reset Home Screen Layout’ to reset the apps you have on your home page (and wipe out all your carefully curated folders), ‘Reset
Keyboard Dictionary’ to remove all your saved words and lexical preferences, and ‘Reset Network Settings’ to forget all your saved Wi-Fi passwords.How to hard reset your iPadIf you want to take the nuclear option, and turn your iPad back to the device it was when you first got it, then there’s an option for that.Remember to back up all your information first
though, either by exporting it through the cloud or by physically uploading it to a computer, if there’s anything you don’t want to lose. You can follow similar steps to how to back up your iPhone to be able to do this.Once you're done, it's time to reset. Follow the prior instructions until you get to the ‘Reset’ menu.Now, select ‘Erase All Content and Settings’.
You’ll need to put in your password just to assure your device it’s definitely you wiping your data, and then your iPad will start to clean its banks.This process won’t take long, and soon you’ll have yourself a good-as-new iPad.These are the best iPads you can buy At some point in a device’s life, comes the time of the dreaded memory wipe. This could be
because you’re parting company, and you want to make sure it’s clean of any of your personal data. Or it could simply be that it’s become old and creaky, and it’s struggling under the weight of its years — and it desperately needs a new lease of life. In those cases, a factory reset is a useful option. However, it’s something of a nuclear option — and if you
don’t do it properly, you could lose all your data and, in the worst cases, break your iPhone. There’s a right way and a wrong way to reset your phone. We’ll show you exactly what you need to do so you don’t lose everything, including how best to back up your precious data before you begin. Is your iPhone frozen or not responding? Follow our guide on how
to reset an iPhone so that you can get back up and running again. You should also check out our troubleshooting guide, because there are many steps you can take to fix problems with your iPhone even if a factory reset doesn’t fix your issue. How to factory reset an iPhone using iCloud Whether you have an iPhone 12 Mini, iPhone 11 Pro, an iPhone SE
(2020), or an even older model, like the iPhone 4 or 5, the easiest way to factory reset your iPhone is to use iCloud. Step 1: Prepare your iPhone by backing up first Apple’s iCloud is turned on by default nowadays when you sign in with your Apple ID. To decide what you want to back up, go to Settings > [Your Name] > iCloud — or go to Settings > iCloud in
some older versions of iOS — and toggle on the items you’d like to back up. We recommend you choose to back up almost everything, but especially your Photos, Mail, Contacts, and Notes because the factory reset will wipe the lot. Once you have toggled your picks on, scroll down and tap on iCloud Backup then toggle it On (if it isn’t already) and tap Back
Up Now. Bear in mind that you’ll need to be connected to Wi-Fi and that it may take a while to complete the backup. For more detailed instructions, check out our guide on how to use iCloud to back up your iPhone. Alternatively, you can use your PC or laptop. Connect your iPhone to your computer via USB and click the gray Back Up Now button when
viewing the Summary tab for your given device in iTunes. If you have a Mac running Catalina, look in Finder under the Devices or Locations tab. Step 2: Access the Reset menu Tap the main Settings icon when viewing the home screen, select General from the resulting menu, and tap the Reset button at the bottom of the page. Step 3: Reset your iPhone
Tap the blue Erase All Content and Settings option near the top. If you haven’t backed up as we suggested, then you’ll be prompted to do so. You’ll then be prompted to enter your passcode. Tap the red Erase iPhone option in the resulting pop-up window to confirm your decision. Step 4: Restore your iPhone Once the reset process is complete — a process
that may take up to several minutes — check to ensure your phone has been restored to its original factory settings. If done correctly, you’ll once again be presented with the iOS Setup Assistant upon startup. You’ll have to log in and set up your iPhone from scratch once it has been factory reset. The prompts will ask you whether you want to restore from
your iCloud account, set up a completely fresh phone without any of your previous settings, or use iTunes and a PC to put your old content onto the phone again. If you’re interested in what all the iPhone Reset options mean, then skip to the last page of this article. If you want to perform a factory reset using iTunes, read on. How to factory reset an iPhone
using iTunes (the old way) Performing a factory reset on an iPhone — whether it’s a 4S or an iPhone 11 Pro Max — is easier when you use iCloud and reset directly from the device, but you can still use Apple’s aging iTunes with a PC. This is useful if you have traditionally used this method and are a longtime iPhone owner. Apple has retired iTunes for
MacOS, so if you’re running MacOS Catalina or a later, syncing on Mac computers will be handled via the Finder. You’ll find your connected iPhone under the Devices or Locations tab. The layout is much the same as your iPhone tab on iTunes, so the following instructions should work just fine. You can also still use iTunes on Windows computers or older
Macs. Step 1: Prepare your iPhone for restoration First, launch iTunes as you would normally. If you’re on a Mac, click the iTunes menu located on the left side of the main toolbar, and if you’re on Windows, click the Help menu on the right. Select Check for Updates from the resulting drop-down menu, and ensure you have the latest version of iTunes. If not,
download and install the latest version. If you’re using a Mac running Catalina, open the Finder instead. Afterward, connect your iPhone to your computer via USB and click the gray Back Up Now button when viewing the Summary tab for your given device. Alternatively, follow our guide on how to use iCloud to back up the device to Apple’s remote servers.
Although backing up your device is not necessary, doing so will store your photos, apps, contacts, settings, and other data so you can automatically restore other iOS devices from the backup down the line. If you’re using an iPhone 4S or a newer device, you’ll have to disable Find My iPhone. To do so, tap the main Settings icon when viewing the home
screen, select iCloud, and tap Find My iPhone. Then, toggle the slider at the top to disable the feature if you haven’t done so already. Step 2: Restore your iPhone Once the backup is complete, click the gray Restore iPhone button when viewing the Summary tab for your given device. Click the Restore button in the resulting pop-up window to confirm your
decision, and if prompted, click Agree to accept the software license agreement and begin downloading the necessary iOS software file before restoring. Step 3: Ensure the phone was restored Once the restoration process is complete — a process that may take up to several minutes — check to ensure your phone has been restored to its original factory
settings. If done correctly, you’ll once again be presented with the iOS Setup Assistant upon startup, from which you can then restore your phone from a backup or continue the process as if you were setting it up anew. It’s like it just came off the assembly line all over again. Andrew Martonik/Digital Trends What do all those different reset options mean?
When you’re resetting your iPhone, iOS presents you with a host of different options, and it can be confusing deciding which ones to choose. Usually, you’ll want to perform the aforementioned factory reset, but here’s an explanation of what the other options do so that you can choose the best reset for your needs. Note: If you are selling your phone or
turning it over to someone else, the only one that safely erases everything and takes your phone back to its original state is Erase All Contents and Settings. Genevieve Poblano/Digital Trends Reset All Settings If you choose this option, you won’t lose all your data, but you will lose your settings and Wi-Fi passwords. Manual settings will disappear, sure, but
you’ll still have your pictures, apps, and other content. Erase All Content and Settings This is the option we described at the start of this post, which erases everything from your device. Your settings, pictures, apps, and other data will vanish for good — unless you’ve backed up your content. Reset Network Settings Sometimes you just need to refresh your
network settings to set up a better connection. Choosing this option resets your network settings, flushes the cache, and deletes any temporary files you have stored on your device. It’s great for those who are experiencing trouble with various Wi-Fi connections. Reset Keyboard Dictionary While it can often lead to a good laugh, more times than not, your
iPhone’s autocorrect system hopelessly botches a sentence or word that was fine in its original form. There is still hope if you’re constantly getting typo suggestions and irrelevant words when typing messages. There is a simple resolution to autocorrect failures that involves wiping your keyboard dictionary’s history.  Reset Home Screen Layout Many users
enjoy installing and rearranging apps on their smartphone’s home screen. If you get bored of the same old format, you have a surefire way to make a sporadic yet drastic change. Resetting is a great option if you want to return to your iPhone home screen’s factory default layout. Reset Location & Privacy Oftentimes when you’re pushing a bunch of buttons
and experimenting with your settings, you can accidentally cause problems. If you need to reinstate your phone’s initial privacy and location settings, you may want to consider this reset. You don’t have to worry about losing any other information in the process. Editors' Recommendations
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